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Control Systems are becoming ubiquitous. From ABS brakes to thermostats, we interact with            

them on a daily basis. Unfortunately, the tools to develop these systems are slow, have high power                

requirements, and are cost-prohibitive for educational and research use. Currently, it is common for             

dynamical system control to be taught using the Simulink® simulation and design suite running on a PC,                

and an external hardware interface is used to communicate with the devices under control.

The goal of FlexSD is to provide a high speed, low power, and low cost platform for control and                  

signal processing experiments. The control algorithms are performed on a field programmable gate            

array (FPGA) that is interfaced to an ARM processor. By using an FPGA as a controller, high speeds                 

are possible because the FPGA is     

clocked significantly faster than the    

incoming data stream. The ARM    

processor can dynamically reprogram the    

FPGA’s memory mapped filters and log     

data off of running experiments without     

modifying the loaded bitstream. This    

framework is advantageous as it can be      

configured on-the-fly without requiring   

time-intensive logic synthesis for every    

experiment revision. The processor   

provides a web interface that allows the      

user to set up their experiment from any       

internet-enabled device. A  

MATLAB®/Simulink® interface will also be    

provided that would allow a user to write       

control algorithms on the computer and     

port them to the device.

One of the novel aspects of this project is that the FPGA hosts a custom made filter framework                 

that processes a 1 bit, sigma delta encoded stream from the analog to digital converter (ADC). This                

allows a large number of filters to be synthesized on the FPGA and also decreases the routing cost                 

between the filters in the design.

The project will be completely open source. All the code and printed circuit board files will be                

posted online to make it easy for other universities, companies, and hobbyists to experiment using the               

platform. The ARM processor and FPGA reside on a single board computer (SBC) that can be               

inexpensively obtained from Technologic Systems®.


